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What role do you play in the gas-fuelled shipping sector?
I was acting as a Sales Manager, North-Europe and Asia, for LNG 
Fuel gas supply systems between 2017-2019. I promoted LNG as 
marine fuel to our customers, ship owners and shipyards in the  
various segments of shipping: RoPax, RoRo, Cruise, Tankers,  
Containers, Dredgers, Tugs, providing case studies and comparisons 
between HFO and LNG operations. At that time, a lot of my work 
focussed on educating customers on LNG properties, quality and 
cryogenic operations, as well as providing a more general overview 
on the global CO2 emissions and the global warming potential.

During these years, discussions with customers very often 
turned to alternative, future fuels – i.e. what comes beyond fossil 
LNG? Having backgrounds in both hydrogen and fuel cells, I took 
part in conceptual studies and consortiums, deepening my  
knowledge on carbon-free and renewable fuels and their future 
potential in shipping.

Please describe your role in your organisation and 
what do you enjoy most about it?
In August 2019, I took on a new role as the Technology and 
Development Manager for Renewable Gases within Wärtsilä Gas 
Solutions. In this position, I lead R&D, Technology Development and 
Product Portfolio Management. Alongside my team of 12 people, 
we are responsible for supporting our projects with engineering 
and commissioning, but also maintaining and optimising our Prod-
uct Portfolio, which today consists of two product families: Biogas 
upgrading and Biogas liquefaction, and their specific options and 
versions. We also initiate and participate in various innovations and 
R&D activities together with research centres and customers. 

And how this role is linked to shipping? 
We have delivered a biogas upgrading and liquefaction plant 
to Trondheim/Norway, Skogn/Biokraft. The plant is utilising fish 

waste from salmon farming and together with wastewater from the 
paper industry to turn it into bio-LNG that will be used by the Hurti-
gruten-ferry sailing along the Norwegian coast. 

What I enjoy most about my job is being able to utilise my full 
competence. I have an education in Chemical Engineering (PhD) 
and a long experience in developing, scaling-up and bringing new 
technologies to the market. I am also motivated when I’m learning! 
I need to understand causalities and analyse information, or when I 
need to solve problems, improve, optimise and make systems more 
structured and efficient. Of course, the substance matters too and 
sets the frame, as the business values must be, and luckily, they are, 
aligned with my personal values.

How did you arrive at this role? (Was it your intention at 
a young age to always go into this industry?)
At a young age, I thought of becoming a doctor but quickly 
figured out that my personality and interest in engineering and 
design fitted a Technical University better, so I applied for Micro-
biology and Bioprocess Engineering – the softer subjects. Whilst 
studying, I figured it out: to reduce the emissions from the black 
oil and gas industry, it would be more efficient to influence the 
business from the inside. That was the game changer, I switched 
from pipettes to wrenches and built my very first reactor for 
hydrogen production in the lab of Industrial Chemistry at Helsinki 
University of Technology.

How have you worked with SGMF concerning the safe 
and sustainable use of gas as a marine fuel?
I have worked with SGMF on several events, listening in to the tech-
nical committee meetings and presenting at the European Forums in 
Paris and Helsinki on the topics of; “LNG bunkering operations” and 
“Renewables in every tank – how to blend LNG”. I also arranged the 
3-day SGMF event and workshop in Helsinki in March 2019.

How do you feel this sector has embraced the talent 
and value of women?
In my view, there is no difference in the LNG-sector to any other indus-
trial sector that I have worked in. In Finland especially, the competence 
between women and men is not differentiated or compared. Women 
might even be considered as more organised and dedicated than men. 

However, I have got feedback such as: “Your presentation was 
good, but that must be because you are a woman.” Or “That was a 
good, technical presentation, especially from a woman”, just to mention 
some comments received. I can only say that it’s not about the gender, 
but the dedication, respect towards the audience, quality and efforts. 

In my opinion, women are not represented well enough in the 
sector, especially not in the top positions and their career paths de-
velop slower. Women might not take similar risks as men. They may 
not be as ambitious, and often lack the attitude of “fake it until you 
make it”, but I also have the feeling that women do not get similar 
opportunities to really show their potential.

What excites you or interests you most about this 
industry and how does this motivate you?
Shipping is completely its own branch and has its own culture, that 
only those working for the industry will understand. There is some-
thing very attractive in the seas, the impact of weather and nature, 
and how sailors and ships still survive in such harsh conditions. 
Shipping connects continents, cities and cultures. Learning new 
cultures and meeting new people is very inspiring.

Please share something personal about yourself.
I love the sun, I hate the cold, but still I commute all-year by bicycle 
in the wind, rain and snow of Helsinki. I’m interested in European 
history and arts; impressionism, or any topic that one can dive into, 
understand the basics, learn the details and make a conclusion.  
I can’t resist new challenges.               


